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About This Game

In a land far away lies the Swan Kingdom. Ruled by the Swan Princess, this prosperous community exists to protect the mythical
Dire Tree, root of all life. Every year Goddess Flora would hold a ceremony here, using the magical seed to regenerate the land
and grant new life. However, this year the seed gets stolen by the nefarious Black Swan, delaying the ceremony. Thus the Swan

Princess decides to call in the famous Fairytale Detective.

As you delve deeper into the case, you'll realize things aren't as black and white. Following the crumbs of conspiracy, you'll
finally realize that the person responsible for it all wishes to ascend to godhood.

•Soundtracks, wallpapers and concept art
•Unlockable Parables to read

•Achievements and collectibles
•Integrated strategy guide

•Replayable HO's and puzzles
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dark parables - the swan princess and the dire tree collector's edition

Great game made brilliant by the music.. My bad, this episode is a waste of time. :-(. The game is boring after 12 minutes all
you do is ram trains into other trains and run over random houses not my idea of a fun time.. I just beat this game and I decided
that I just HAVE to recommend it. It's not telling you a story with words,you get the levels and have to guess what's happening.
Also it's kinda short,but worth it's price.
The graphics are astounding!I've never thought that a game can show so much beauty. Also the soundtrack fits very well to the
atmosphere,I love it. The puzzles got hard in the end, and I needed quiet some time to figure out what I had to do,but it was fun.
Overall I'd say that the duration may be short for the price,but it's a unique experience and I'd rate 11\/10 for what it is,how the
puzzles were made and just for how impressively beautiful it is.. Hippity hoppity
There's no more antiquity. Nice character pack that can be helpful at the early stages.. there's not exit button
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The game concept is awesome and a lot of fun! There are glitches that need to be addressed. My main complaint is you win 2
rounds and the game ends....please make it so you can set a custom number of rounds!. Bought this while it was 70% off, well
worth the $9 I spent on this. I cannot say it'd be worth the full $30 if you want it. I mainly got this program for the 3D text
feature due to not having PhotoShop. It is very nice and I am enjoying it. It does take a bit of learning for all the features but it
isn't that hard and you pick it up quite quick.

It's fun just playing with the animated things, I wish they had an option to animate your text (if they do I've not found it sorry if
this is true).

Just hours of playing around with the stuff within this software is grand, if you can get this on 70% off or more do it, you'll not
regret it. I used it to make an outro for youtube and I love the way it looks. Did some animated bits. If you find an image outside
online that has a transparent background it'll allow that BG and you can do lots of fun with the icons from the web.

Still playing with this but as I said I'm enjoying this.. RUSSIANS BAD

AMERICANS GOOD

AMERICANS SHOOT RUSSIANS

HELL YEAH\/10. Less a game and more an interactive visualisation. With the right tracks, this is quite meditative. Reminds me
very much of 'flOw', but in psychedelic space.. Hell yea this Game is Great and I enjoyed it 100% it but this freaking 6 FPS
Level was making me pretty Angry ^^'

Such a Great Game for such a cheap price 11\/10
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